






Excerpts measures 9 by 9 inches, a reference co the mystical 

significance Cha placed on the number 9. "Ninth, Unending 

series of nines, or nine points linked cogether,"5 Cha writes, 

and she individually invokes the Nine Muses of classical Greek 

literature co head each of DICTEEs sections. One of the first 

legible sentence fragments in Excerpts is from a reproduction of 

a corrupted back cover of Marguerite Yourcenar's Fires, and it 

states: " ... consists of some nine mono logues and narratives 

based on classical Greek stories. Interspersed are highly person

al .... " The back cover of Fires seems co be in an advanced state 

of decay, yet it is clear that someone willfully erased, or "whit

ed out" (this sort of ambiguity is possible in "photocopy art") 

Excerpts accentuates the 

"mystical silences" 

and elliptical presences 

of DICTEE .... 
certain key words or dates; otherwise, it appears as if the rain, 

or other force of nature, got co it. On the facing page is anoth

er reproduction of that same back cover, but with different era

sures and erosions. 

This sort of attention ro the book, co its status as physical 

artifice with expressive qualities independent of language, is 

characteristic of Excerpts. The reproductions of che back covers 

point coward an articulation of the very metaphysic of decay, on 

the attempt at reproducing and resurrecting a decayed text, 
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and of the life a text may 

have in an altered, alterna

tive state. The reproduct ions 

provide, indeed, a visual 

metaphor for reading, as the 

entire process of reading may 

be said co rely on a degree of 

"mispr ision," to borrow 

Harold Bloom's term, for its 

effects. 

Reading, memory, and the 

unusua l inju nction to 

"void," and thereby purge 

and empower, the materials 

Who,--do..-.i....,.Mlllllcb ,hl_,. 
w,_,,_, . eu,111o.ir-i,_,..,.pln<d..,....., 
uocdOlll,'dw~-

necessary for communication, whether physical or semantic, 

are all themes in DICTEE. "Bite the tongue. Beneath the 

teeth. Swallow/deep. Deeper. Swallow. Again, even more./ 

Unti l there would be no more organ,"6 and lacer, in a phrase 

evoking vom iting (supported by a diagram of an esophagus 

and larynx): "Void the words." ? The theme adopts an elegiac 

tone in the following lines from "Aller": 

Discard. Every memory. Of 

Even before they could. 

Surge themselves. Forgotten so, easily, 

not even as associatiom 

signatures in passage. Pull by the very root, the very 

possible vagueness they may evoke. 

Colors faint/,y dust against your vision. 

Erase them. 

Make them again white.B 



"';JI inherent in DICTEE is evoked by the reproduc

.a.s the gashes of erasure, irrational yet perversely deter

are violent in their potency. These pages also refer to a 

di.at Cha, as Lew suggests here and elsewhere, knew well, 

v.nich was a necessary spur to write DICTEE. Themes 

_ ~;th a similar intensity on each page of Excerpts, and yet 

rwo early graphics are an adequate preparation for Lew's 

nrrated exploration. 

Radical Continuities 
.e"' 's attention to the expression of the physical, akin to a 

?ture's, demands that Excerpts be considered beyond the 

1nes of a normally defined "book." Excerpts, and by exten-

- DICTEE, can therefore be thought of as not onJy books 

as something quire different: films. In Excerpts and in films 

' ? 
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I 

'1 
, ~ I 

~ 
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the images run comp letely 

to the edge of the medium, 

whether paper page or cellu

loid frame (i.e. the "silver 

screen"). This may seem an 

elaboration on something 

only partly realized in 

DICTEE (in which the text 

is less visual, and many of 

the images have a "standard " 

white border ) , buc it is in 

face a technique char Cha 

explores in her visual essay 

"Commentaire," which appears in the anthology of writings 

about film that she edited, Apparatus.9 
The images of "Commentaire" also occupy the entire page, 

whether the "image" be of the word "noir" (in cursive,10 white 

on a black background), of total blackness or whiteness, of a 

white page/field with a thick black border along the perimeter 

of two facing pages, or a photo of a brick wall (The entire 

vocabulary of the sixty-three page "Commencaire" is not more 

than a handful of English and French words; yet, there it is 

among essays by Roland Barrhes, Maya Deren, and Dziga 

Vertov!). "Commemaire " only becomes cinematic, however, 

when the reader/viewer is willing to sacrifice the comfortable 

determinacy of a machine char presents, at so many frames a 

second, the "projected" film. In "Commentaire " che rhythms 

are determined by the reader's own caprices or disciplines at 

the rime, turning the pages at will: not an aleatory exercise as 

in much of Cage, bur merely the sacrificing of the machine. 

This makes it, indeed , a difficult rexr co appreciate , for the 

reader cannot merely concentrate on the text bur must partici

pate in ic.11 Excerpts operates like "Commentaire " on a similar 

principal of book-.1¥film, and both works muse be understood 

within the tradition s of filmic creation 12; by extension, 

Excerpts can be seen not as a commentary on DICTEE alone, 

bur on Cha's entire oeuvre. 
Excerpts, with its unique expressiveness through 

collage/montage techniques, also borrows from the rradirion of 

the haiku, the Japanese form of poetry that involves the pre

sentation , within the length of three lines , of one or cwo 

images (traditionally derived from nature) along with little, or 
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no, authorial comment. The form has been of interest co such 

writers as the American poet Ezra Pound13 and the French 

semiotician Roland Barthes, who relied on a definition of 

haiku in essays about, for instance, rhe Russian film~aker 

Sergei Eisenstein. The Asian American filmmaker and theorist 

Trinh T. Minh-Ha, who has written about Cha, quote s 

Barthes on haiku in the following way in "The Plural Void: 

Barthes and Asia": 

Because of its brevity, haiku is often referred to as a "silence," a 

heavy, deep, mystical silence, and is attributed co a "sign of a full 

language." As a "vision lacking commentary," haiku will neverthe

less nor allow commentary. Ku cannot be explicated, merely 

repeated; nor can it be deciphered, analyzed, or developed without 

subjection ro the processes of metaphor or syllogism. In face, "Ir is 

nor a rich thought reduced to a brief form, bur a brief event which 

assumes immediately its adequate form." Ics rightness is owing co 

"a merging of signifier and signified, a suppression of border-lines, 

leaks of significance or interstices which ordinarily exceed or open 

up rhe semantic rdacionship."14 

Trinh Minh-Ha's comments are an extension of her own 

interest in creating a form of documentary film that does nor 

"subject" the filmed object co some sort of master discourse, 15 

an interest as aesthetic as it is anti-colonialist. Lew's project in 

Excerpts, his attempt to invite DICTEE into critical discourse 

without the engagement of the "processes of metaphor or syl

logism," is similar in that he is pursuing the "righmess" that 

Trinh describes: his purposeful mime of Cha's techniques are, 

perhaps, the "repeating" char is the limit co defining haiku. It 
can be said, therefore, that Lew observes DICTEE as some

thing of a haiku itself, or ar lease treats ir with che sore of sensi

riviry char Barthes and Trinh would have when creating their 

object, whether a work of literature or a source for the camera 

eye. 

Excerpts accentuates the "myscicaJ silences" and elliptical 

presences of DICTEE in what may be discouragingly direct 

fashion, so much that one may nor be able to observe Excerpts 
as more than a derivative work, hence of a necessarily lesser 

order. Such a misperception occludes the virtue of Excerpts, 
which is char it does not reduce Cha's work co a series of 

themes which then can be digested, "understoo d ," utilized (for 

policical purposes), and therefore confined. One would fail to 

undersrand, also, the adaptability of the collage technique co 

any number of critical enterprises. Excerpts lives wirh, ani

mates, and engages DICTEE; another configuration might be 

chat Cha's book becomes within rhe many quotations, images, 

and techniques that Excerpts exhibits . The cwo books can 
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therefore be seen as conversant cwins or mirrors of each ocha. 

communicating over rhe long decade since Cha's death. 

Blood and the Vortex 
A recurring image in boch DICTEE and Excerpts is cha· 

blood. In a rich coUation of images and phrases (pp. 24 co 1' 

Lew creates an air of resonances with DICTEE that, again, a 

not delimit the work, bur char in no way sacrifices precisior. 

analysis. Pages cwenry-four and cwenry-five contain a sin_ 

word each, rhe mysterious neologism "sangencre," a comb" 

tion of rhe French words for blood, "sang," and ink, "enG~ 

boch of which appear in DICTEE On page cwenry-four M 

gencre" is printed in black with a white background , and OT' 

next page, white with a black background. This is an all .... 
co, and adoption of, Cha's technique in "Co mmencaire,~ ~ 

cioned earlier, buc also to video works of hers centered arn 

repetitions of individual words and phrases, or involving StaDC 

images rhac change only slowly before one's eyes. Page ewe 

six of Excerpts is entirely white, an absence elaborated b,· 

erasures from Fires, but also by such paradoxical phrases as 

following from DICTEE (included in this sequence): k 

Attention to the book 
to its status as physical 

artifice with expressive 
qualities independe nt 

of language, 
is characteristic of Excerpt,. 

begins co absorb rhe material spilled on."16 The five other 

of this "movement" (for Excerpts can also be described in 

cal terms, like Proust's A la Recherche du temps perdu) u, 
two other quotes from DICTEE, a translation of a passage 

Dante's Divine Comedy, in which rhe poet breaks a brancr 

a tree co discover chat che trees are transformed souls: 

forth from the broken splinter came words and blood ' _ 

er. .. ", and a quote from Yourcenar's Memoires d'Hadru.1 
first sentence of which reads: "The sorcerer who pn1.. 

thumb before he evokes the shades knows well char er~ 

heed his ca1J only because they can lap his blood." 

The longest excerpt cells rhe story of a p'ansori singe. 

Hung-nok, who was acclaimed throughout rhe land for 



Theresa Hak Kyung Cha 
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Blood . .. is the dark void 
through which the 

continuity of 
DICTEE rushes. 

cocicy and skills. In the story, however, there was one person, the 

renowned kisamg Maeng-nyol, who was so unimpressed with 

his singing that she "hadn't once parred her lips to comment." 

Her indifference and injunction co make the "three rounds of 

blood" leads Song co practice behind a thundering waterfall: 

Three months of fierce efforr later, he was struggling to keep 

singing when there suddenly heaved up from his throat three 

chick gobs of blood chac he spat ouc like dark pebbles. From then 

on, Song's scarred larynx began co clear and his voice rang out 

beyond the roar of the wacerfall; people say it could even be heard 

miles away. 

Noc long afterwards, Song was performing again in T'aegu, at 

che Sonwha Hall. His voice was so wondrous chat Maeng-nyol 

almost went mad listening_l7 

This passage evokes Cha's injunction ro "void the words" 

because (as she writes later) "they are not physical enough." 18 

The scory can be understood as metaphor, precedent, commen

tary, and influence: few possibilities are excluded, and yet each 

offers a compelling argument. Later, in the section "CLIO 

H[STORY" Cha includes many documents that describe the 

atrocities of the Japanese occupation of Korea, inclusions chat 

are similarly potent and indeterminate. "Petition from the 

Koreans of Hawaii to President Roosevelt," drafted by P.K. 

Yoon and Syngman Rhee, composes pare of chis section, and 

Cha writes, perhaps remarking on their failure: 

Japan has become the sign. The alphabet. The vocabulary. To 

this enemy people. The meaning is the instrument, memory that 

pricks the skin, stabs the flesh, the volume of blood, the physical 

substance blood as measure, chat rests as record, as document. 

Of this enemy people. 

To the other nations who are not wirnesscs, who are not sub

ject co the same oppressions, they cannot know. Unfathomable 

the words, the terminology: enemy, atrocities, conquest, betrayal, 

invasion, dcscrucrion. They exist only in the larger perception of 

Hiscory's recording, chat affirmed, admircedly and unmisrakably, 

one enemy nation has disregarded the humanity of another. Noc 

physical enough. Noc co the very flesh and bone, co the core ... .19 
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The "vocabulary," that of the Japanese language, provides 

"the measure" of their victory. It is not only, however, that the 

words draw blood, like knives, but also that their forced pres

ence invokes an absence: che memory that can only be in one's 

native language. Cha writes: "The rongue that is forbidden is 

your own mother rongue. You speak in the dark. In the 

secret,"20 the "you" referring co her own mother, who was a 

teacher during the Japanese occupation of Korea. A universali

ry beyond che particulars of hiscory is attained when one 

understands that her mother's loss of the Korean language is, 

in a sense, a dup licate of Cha's own loss, which is that of her 

mother: what is sacrificed with the forfeited native tongue is 

the very matriarchal lineage of creative/creating speech. 

The tragedy of Korea is, therefo re, the tragedy of language; 

as language also fails to convey co "ocher nations who are not 

wirnesses" the terror and atrociry of the occupation, chis 

tragedy adopts an almost Chomskian critique of rhe semantics 

of reporcage. Indeed, "enemy," "acrociry" and ocher once 

potent words are rendered impotent by their very reperition; 

Cha is, consequencly, mesmerized by these words, like a child 

with a once-blue sky. The "game" of language is, finally, nor a 

game at all; Cha's obsession with language is nor academic, an 

aesthetic eccentriciry or adopted theme. Her faith in it, despite 

its failures, empowers her. 

Excerpts, which boldly situates itself among a number of 

languages, often in eliminating concrast, and among a num

ber of decayed texts and half-ruined (by photocopying) 

images, places itself in the bleak terrain of this lineage-in

exile, its secrets and failures. As it is a critical study with the 

advantage of distance and time, Excerpts proceeds a seep fur

ther; its meanings expand co include commentary on the 

ph_ilosophy of art, the peculiar strengths of Cha's arc, and the 

narure and rigorous echic (which Lew believes necessary) of 

the poet/creator. The blood of the singer Song Hung-nok, 

for instance, is not simply the "blood of the poet," a cliche 

symbol of Song's dedication to perfection, but also the hard

earned trophy of a necessary revolutionary undertaking (he 

is, after all, trying to change someone's mind}: words cannot 

fail. The blood of Dame's infernal trees is not just the blood 

of the damned (the blood chat proves to the poet that the 

trees are, indeed, souls) but is also Cha's blood; as Excerpts 

suggests within this sequence, Cha's early, violenr death 

denied her an essential, "novelist's"2 1 experience: she was 

"robbed of her death." Finally, one of Yourcenar's sorcerers 

who will "heed his call only because they can lap his blood" 

may be the reverent scholar himself, the one who rescues the 

absent arcisdPersephone from the inferno of critical subjuga

cion, manipulation, indifference and ignorance. Lew's col-



!age/homage is thrilling in rhis sense as it is the vortex 

through wh ich the radical continuity from DICTEE, and 

perhaps Cha's life's enterprise, runs. Ir comments upo n itself 
as contribution to DICTEEs artistic, and now critical, lin

eage. 

the special diction of Excerpts. It is the dark void through 

which the continuity of DICTEE rushes. 

A smeared dab of blood, like a signature, marks the last page 

of each copy of Excerpts. This high ly gestural relic, like an 

ideograph of a forgotten language, is, in face, the point of 

highest concent ration for chis vortex: it is the text come into 

physical being (beyond paper, ink and press), and it, conse

quently, complicates the line between the signifier "blood" and 

blood itself (the blood as cog in an expansive machinery of 

analysis). This blood is also the very material of decay, as it is 

maroon, marooned, by the time one acquires a copy. Finally, 

the blood is the tracing of an absence, as it is neithe r language 

(that which conveys memory) nor photocopied reproduction, 
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ENDNOTES 
I. From the incroduction by Richard Koscelaneri to 

John Cage: Writer (New York , Limelight , 1993), as 

reprinred in TnliJman, a journal of Contemporary Poetry 

and Poetia (Spring, 1993), p. 87. 
2. Page cirac.ions from Excerpts (which uses Chinese 

numerals in c.he cex:t, Arabic in the endooces ) will be 

made seleccively. All references co DICTEE arc from 

c.he fll'Sc, aod presently only, priming of che work (New 

York: Tanan1 Press, 1982). 
3. From "Falling Into c.he Korean Uncanny" by Rob 

Wilson (Konan Culrure, Fall, 1991). Wilson borrows 

rhe term from Freud co approach a unique understand

ing of the "polyphony of voices" in DICTEE, which 

can be "situated wichin a desiccated landscape of the 

sublime ... especially as her writing gets displaced inco 

unconscious sices. . [in a) process of reprcssion-and

rerurn ... ." (p. 35). 
4. Bridge(\V.nt~ , 1983), p. 12. 

5. D!CTEE. p. 173. 
6. D!CTEE. p. 71. 
7. DICTEE, p. 73. 
8. D/CTEE, p. 128. 
9. (New York: Tanam , 1980). This cxcdlcnc anthology 

is worth considering in relation to DICTEE and 

Excerpts as their methods derive from whac one mighr 

call an "anthologist 's cc.hie," a mastery of communica 

tion chrough a precise orchestration of assembled texcs. 

10. Funk & Wag,,al/J New /nrernational Dictionary, 
Comprehemive Edition (Newark: Publishers 

International Press , I 984) defines "cursive " as 

"Running; Aowing; said of writing in which che letters 

are joined." One wonders if Cha, who was probably 

not introduced to chis word in her early youth, ever 

came upon such a suggestive definicion. 

1 I. Aspects of this complication of the =der-co-ccxt 

rdations hip can be found in che ideas of the domioanr , 

more consciously "c.heoretical ," avanc-garde poecs of 

Amer ica today, chose of che " Language" School. 

"[SJuch writing serves as a performance in which the 

reader is both audience and performer ... in which 

meaning ... is inseparable from the language in pro -

cess." "language" Poetries: A11 Amhology (New York: 

New Directions , 1987), introduccion , p. 3. 

12. The indecerminacy of this exercise is oo doubt a 

pose-modern cactic ( for fdm ); c.he variarion of filmic 

rhychms beyond rhe conscraiocs of "real-rime" sound in 

a film is not. Gertrude Stein wrices an accouoc io 

Everybody} Autobiography (cited in Sicney P. Adams , 

ModerniJt Montage, [New York: Columbia Uoiversicy 

Press, 1990) p. 160) of a conversation she had with 

Charlie Chaplin, an individual who was much respect· 

ed in avaoc-garde , especially Cubisc, circles of that day. 

She writes: 

He said naturally it was disappointing , he had 

known the silenc films aod i o chat they could do some

chi ng thac che theatre had not done they could change 

che rhythm buc if you had a voice accompanying natu 

rally after that you could never change the rhychm you 

were always held by the rhythm thac che voice gave 

chem. We talked a liccle abouc c.he Four Saines [a play 

of Stein 's) and whac my idea had been , I said chac what 

was mosc exciting was when nothing was happening , I 

said c.hac saints could naturally do noching if you were 

a saint c.hac was enough and a sainr existing was every

thing, if you made them do anyching chen chere was 

nothing co ic they are jusc like anyone so I wanted ro 

wrire a drama where no one did anythjng .. . . 

This passage also poims to similarities between 

Stein 's and Cha's language: a consciously limiced vocab

ulary, resonanc tepeticion of phrases and words (to cre

ate an air of scasis), and a heavy emphasis on rhychm. 

Their mutual inreresc in saints, chough obviously 

diverging in many ways, are linked in chat Cha , too, 

has rendered her saincs "silenc," doing nothing (observe 

che still , so powerfully isolated, from Dreyer's le 
Passion Dejean D;.!rc, in DICTEE). Lew remarks upon 

"Yu Kwan•sun , presented close-up and alone within 

c.he book, taking her place ' again' in the class phoco

graph deliberately cropped down co nine srudencs ... " 

io his prose "August 1986. Paris" coward the end of 

Excerpts (p. 111) . 

13. In "I gather the Limbs of Osiris " ( 1911-12) Pound 

describes c.he "Luminous Occail" mechod of scholar · 

ship (as opposed co chac of "mulcitudinous detail" or 

the "method of sencimenc and generalization ") in 

which significanc facts arc conrrasced rather chan 

expounded upon, an initial insighc he carries through a 

number of essays and anchologies, his cheories of 

lmagism and Vorcicism , and many poems including 

the famou s " In a Scation of the Merro" and The 

Cantt>J. 

14. As reprinced in Trinh Minh-Ha 's Whni The Moon 
\flaxes Red (New York: Rouclcdge , 1991), p. 213. 
Quoces from Barthes are from l'Empir e des signn 
(Geneva: Skira, 1970), pp. 92, 96, 98 and 99 

respectively. 

15. "When speaking abouc the Master, I am necessarily 

speaking abouc boch Him and the Wesc. Parriatchy 

and hegemony .... Hegemony is escablished co the 

extent chac the world view of the rulers is c.he world 

view of c.he ruled ." (Trinh Minh-Ha, "Questions of 

Images and Policies," When the Moon, p. 148). Thomas 

Kuhn 's descripcion in che Strurtrtre of Scientific 
Rroolutions of chc "paradigms" of "normal science ," 

which rend er invisible the "anomaly " until a period of 

crisis is reached (ac which poinc che paradigm shifts ) is 

relevanc here: a foc,uing upon the believed "objective ," 

thereby universal , methods and machinery of analysis 

and synchesis. (Cha , of course , was an anomaly her

self.) 

16. In DICTEE, p. 65. Cha 's passage describes the 

experience of having blood caken: "She pushes hard the 

cotton square against che mark." Excerpts contains 

ocher parts from this section. 

17. Exrerpts, p. 31 , from a translacio n by Lew of 

P'amori soJtJ by Pak Hwang. 

18. DICTEE, p. 32. 
19. DICTEE. p. 32. 
20. DICTEE, p. 45. 
21. The quoce from Yourcenar in Exurpn (from which 

this word is rakeo) alludes co the idea of this "experi 

ence" being dependenc upon a total, ''novelist's" conccp · 

cion of one 's life. Cha, who was no doubt involved in 

such a tocalicy, was, as Exurpn suggests, denied even the 

"heroism" of"using fhcr] own demise " (Excerpts, p. 89). 
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